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(1) Long-term goal of laboratory and research background 
In our laboratory, we explore the method of control of thermal blooming effect of a laser 

beam propagating through turbulent atmosphere in Innovative Science and Technology 

Initiative for Security, ATLA, Japan. In addition, we promote EUSO (Extreme universe 

Space Observatory) project to detect ultra-high energy cosmic rays (~1020eV) and identify 

the source objects. Furthermore, we study the cosmic-ray acceleration by wakefield 

acceleration on am accreting blackhole. 
 

(2) Current research activities (FY2020) and plan (until Mar. 2025) 
①To study thermal blooming effect by a high intensity laser beam, we developed beam 

propagation code. In addition, we made thermal blooming chamber to measure the 

absorption coefficient. In fiscal year 2020, we produced adaptive optics code in C. As a result 
usual Linux work station can perform by factor of 100 compared with the MATLAB code. 

Furthermore, as for the wide field telescope, we manufacture the rear lens in FY2020. We 

also integrate lens and optical sensor into the frame and evaluated it performance. We 

found the optical throughput as 405nm light is as high as 85%(Figure). 

 

②. In the JEM-EUSO collaboration, we launched the mini-EUSO telescope with a diameter 

of 25 cm to the International space station. It was attached to the UV transparent window 

and have been observing the dark side of the Earth in near UV region, for the first time. It 

has already provided us many valuable observations of atmospheric discharge phenomena 

and meteors. 

 

③We constructed wakefield acceleration theory in the jets of an accreting blockhole and 

apply to the microquasars (~10M⊙）, intermediate BH objects（100~1000M⊙）nucleus of 

Seyfert galaxies (~10M⊙）, radio galaxies and blasars (107~109 M⊙）and compared with the 

observation of neutrinos and gamma-rays as well as cosmic-rays. The results are 

summarized in a review paper (2). 

 

 
F i g u r e :  The drawing of the wide field telescope (left) and that manufacture (right).  
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